Words as *ART* !

There is something extra special about
finding just the PERFECT word-art that
is already created that just puts the
exact right finishing touch on our
page. But what if we are unable to
find something that is already created
or if someone has an unusual spelling
for their name or if you are looking for
a less than common phrase… but you
still want the WordART look? You CAN
create designer looking Word ART!

Just because a designer never had a need to create a phrase
you want, or a Bible verse you need, or your children’s
grandmother or grandfather goes by an unusual name,
doesn’t mean you can’t have the same professional looking
WordArt for your pages! You just might have to make it
yourself! Now, I know we have covered the WordArt Designer and all the amazing things that IT can do, but this is a
little bit more simplistic approach to creating some cool
items for your pages! So, don’t be afraid to “Think OUTSIDE
the box” - the TEXT box that is! You can create some really
amazing, professional looking word ART that won’t cost you
one extra cent, AND not only that, but it will say EXACTLY
what you want it to say… AND be the exact color you want!
You can also re-use it again and again in your project if you
want! So, let’s get on with it and I’ll show you how!

During the coming month you will receive a *DAILY*
email and PDF that will highlight one particular feature or function of your “My Memories Suite” software. Some will be
more challenging than others, some will be pretty basic. As always, I am *here* to answer any questions you might have
so never hesitate to email me or pop a post on the MyMemoriesSuite Facebook page!
I am *SO* happy you have decided to MARCH INTO MMS with me!!! Hope you enjoy it!
…..and don’t forget to make memory today !

Lisa J.
lisaj@mymemoriessuite.com
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When you start to THINK OUTSIDE the text box, you’ll realize that YOU
can create beautiful wordART that says exactly what YOU want it to say,
in just EXACTLY the way you want it said! Remember there are NO limits
to what you can do!
•

In these examples, the purchased WordArt came from from one of
my very favorite wordart Designers, Tina Chambers - and I love her
stuff, but even the best designers can’t do every single word we
might need!

•

So, I duplicated the look, with the words I needed!

Remember you can always combine
any of the words and use different text
boxes and place them close together to
get the combination and look you want to
convey the message you wish to add to
your page!
•

Again, the ones on the LEFT were purchased, and the ones on the RIGHT, I made
myself!
•

Even with wordart that contains fancy characters can be created
with the use of alphas you have or find as freebies or that come in the
kits you buy! Talk about being able to create custom matches to
your page!!

•

And finally, even when finding quotes, Bible verses,
or sayings and phrases you want to use, YOU can choose
which word YOU want to emphasize! You can create
shadows and emphasis on just the words you want by
making them in separate text boxes, using different
fonts, colors, etc!
•

The *AMAZING* graphics used in the design of this PDF are from the “Love Shack” kit by the
incredibly talented designers @ TheEttes! Shop them by name in the MMS Design Shop!
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